From the Bureau of Economic Geology’s Center for Energy Economics

A Special Think Day: Mid-Year Review
June 7, 2013
Federal Reserve Bank
1801 Allen Parkway, Houston, TX 77019

Getting to Specifics from the Big Picture:
A Research Forum for Energy Futures and Strategies

Building Out the New Oil, Gas, and Power Value Chains

Agenda

7:30-8:00  Arrival

8:00-8:30  Welcome and Update: CEE’s analytics/modeling program goals and objectives
          Michelle Michot Foss

8:30-9:30  Unconventional resource assessment – BEG’s Sloan Foundation Study update and releases
          Eric Potter, John Browning, Gürcan Gülen

9:30-10:30 Upstream Attainment, Producer Challenges and Benchmarking – 2012 update and look ahead
          • Observations from IEA-WEO Tight Oil workshop, Paris April 30
          Michelle Michot Foss, Miranda L. Wainberg

10:30-11:00 Break

11:00-12:00 Midstream Attainment, Operator Challenges, Market Implications
           Michelle Michot Foss, Deniese Palmer-Huggins

12:00 – 13:15 Luncheon brainstorming – reactions to morning sessions
          • Observations from LNG 17
          Michelle Michot Foss

13:15-14:15 Gas use in power: new results from research on resource adequacy in Texas and other power sector issues
          Gürcan Gülen, Michael Soni

14:15-15:15 Hot Topic: Electricity demand – growing or not?
          Open discussion
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